CHRIS PEACH DESIGN

India

INTERPRETATIVE GRAPHIC DESIGN
Chris Peach Design creates innovative and imaginative museum, zoo and
aquarium interpretative exhibit information that is exciting, engaging and
meaningful.
E I S M E E R - H A G E N B E C K Z O O, G E R M A N Y

My clients include zoos, aquariums, museums, resorts and theme park
attractions and my projects range from single small exhibits through to full
immersive environments.

I am based in Harrogate, North Yorkshire, England and offer a dedicated,
personal and attentive service but without the overheads and expenses of
larger, cosmopolitan companies.
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ASKHAM BRYAN COLLEGE - YORK, ENGLAND
Built as a centre for excellence in the field of aquarium and zoo keeper
training, the College’s new £6 million Animal Management Centre was open
to the public in July 2016. The highly naturalistic, detailed exhibits were
designed specifically to provide students with wide ranging experiences and
maintenance challenges typical of modern aquariums and zoos.

The galleries are divided into areas representative of global ecosystems
including freshwater rivers and lakes; native and tropical marine; desert
and tropical rainforest displaying various fish species, amphibians, snakes,
lizards, juvenile crocodiles and other reptiles; spiders and insects.

Emphasising the College’s zoological field-work three life-size realistic figures
represent students at work in the wild; a rainforest canopy researcher suspends
from his harness high in the treetops, a diver takes photographs with an underwater
camera and a caver lights up a pool of cave fish. Exotic soundscapes add to the
atmosphere and sense of place.
The interpretative graphic design, operational and way finding signage for the
building were all produced by CPD on behalf of the lead contractor, Azureus Design.

Ian Harmer, Deputy Principal of the College said, “The enclosures are both
authentic and natural, the designs are very sympathetic to the needs of the
animals and the attention to detail was outstanding. The College is delighted
with the exhibits and the overall effect created by Azureus and Chris Peach.”
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JURASSICA - ISLE OF PORTLAND, ENGLAND
CPD was asked to create a corporate brand and literature to promote this
development project for a landmark museum and the world’s largest prehistoric
immersive environment.
Plans are underway for Jurassica, the world’s most spectacular prehistoric visitor
attraction, to be built on the Isle of Portland in Dorset, UK. The £85 million

attraction will celebrate the extraordinary geological heritage of the
Jurassic Coast, a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 2000.
The project has the support of its Patron, world famous wildlife
documentary presenter, Sir David Attenborough.

Yeoland’s Pit, an old Portland Stone quarry, 40m deep x 100m wide, will be
utilized for the project with Renzo Piano, the acclaimed architect designing
the building.
Under the massive span of a translucent roof, visitors will enter an enormous
immersive environment representing a coastal cove. They will walk beneath
towering cliffs, sea-stacks and arches covered in exotic trees, past a lagoon
reef with real living corals patrolled by sharks and rays, and a densely forested
ravine where they will ‘encounter’ dinosaurs.

As well as a series of exciting interpretative galleries displaying many of
the fossil treasures unearthed along this coast, visitors will journey 150
million years back in time through a prehistoric aquarium with fearsome
marine creatures and stand on a Jurassic seashore and experience firsthand the extraordinary primeval environment in which dinosaurs trod the
land and flying pterosaurs screeched through the skies.

EISMEER - HAGENBECK ZOO, GERMANY
Eismeer - Hagenbeck Zoo, Hamburg, Germany is a major development at
this world-renowned zoo. With a footprint of 7000m2, the project features
large, naturalistic environments representing rocky coastal bays of the Arctic,
Antarctic and sub-polar islands.
A 900m-long visitor route winds through several levels above and below

water level, through atmospheric sea-caves, beneath towering cliffs
and glacial ice, into a refrigerated penguin environment with several
interpretative exhibits on polar subjects created by CPD. Chris Peach
was also responsible for designing and creating all the Species Identity
information for all the separate environments.

IUCN Status: VULNERABLE

EISMEER - HAGENBECK ZOO, GERMANY
Species identification and information graphics for around the new Eismeer enclosures.

EDEN PROJECT - CORNWALL, ENGLAND
The brief received from the Eden Project was short and to the point “Take
our visitors back in time to when dinosaurs ruled the Earth.”
The centrepiece of the completed exhibit is a large, immersive environment
named The Crater of the Tyrant King (tyrannosaurus rex means ‘tyrant king’).

This enclosure is where visitors encounter a life size, animatronic
Tyrannosaurus Rex devouring a recently killed Triceratops. The scene
featuring predator and prey, has numerous sounds and smells of a
prehistoric forest from 67 million years ago, with a fine mist effect
hanging in the air, creating an haunting and menacing atmosphere.

In addition to the immersive environment, a second aspect to the exhibit
was entrusted to CPD to design: a display of a series of authentic, world
class, extremely rare and valuable fossils, including a strange flying reptile
with massive head crest, a real T-rex tooth, a skull revealing the remains of
the brain and to the delight of younger visitors, one of the world’s largest
specimens of fossilized dinosaur poo!
A series of detailed, life size models and dioramas have been created to

accompany the fossils, together with stylised graphical information,
providing visitors with an interesting and educational experience. Specific
attention has been placed on the manner in which the information
is written and presented, adopting a style that is light hearted yet
meaningful and accessible for visitors of all ages.

East of Longueval, 15th July – 3rd September 1916

DELVILLE WOOD EXHIBIT - JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
To commemorate the 100th anniversary of South Africa’s involvement in the
first world war of 1914 - 1918 CPD was asked to create a series of background
and interpretative panels to accompany a revolving, centrepiece diorama for a
travelling exhibition.
The travelling exhibitions, starting at the Museum of Military History in

Johannesburg, highlights the tragic events at Delville Wood in northern
France between the period of July to September 2016. Because of the
disastrous events that took place there the atmosphere of the panels
needed to be kept dark and moody. Keeping all the panels in a simple black
and red format complimented the diorama whilst helping to make all the
information standout and provide a dramatic background to the real events.

Okeanopolis
A T H E N S

Okeanopolis

A T H E N S

OKEANOPOLIS AQUARIUM - ATHENS, GREECE
Okeanopolis was a new aquarium project based in Spata, Athens, Greece.
CPD involvement in the project was to initially create designs for a set of
advertising bus wraps to be visually interesting and to catch locals and
tourists a like and encourage them to follow the bus and take a journey to
the new aquarium.

CPD also designed a brand for consideration playing on the idea of
bubbles helping to form a stylised capital ‘O’ for Okeanopolis and a trail
of bubbles leading up from the dot in the lower case ‘i’ in the same title.

OKEANOPOLIS AQUARIUM - ATHENS, GREECE
CPD created five visuals livery wraps initially based on a ‘going with the flow/follow the
crowd’ and displayed various forms of shoaling Barracuda, Jellyfish and Manta Rays along
with drifting Sea Dragons and an comical invitation to ‘join the Conger’. The Jellyfish bus
wrap was designed for the night runs as it would have highlights painted in day glow
paint which would have shone out at night along with undercarriage lighting to provide
of ghostly blue glow under the bus.

ART HROPODS
N AT U R E ’ S W O R K S O F A R T

BUG WORLD - LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND
CPD created concept visuals for a travelling exhibit of a series of
stunning, oversized models/statues and a whole gallery of amazing
images from nature of all forms of insects and arthropods (noting the
‘art’ in Arthropods seemed like a logical route to making it in to a art
gallery concept). A more adult theme was created to attract a more

mature audience with the added bonus that all of the images were for
sale after the exhibit had closed.
Some gallery rooms were colour co-ordinated with the subject matter
to reiterate the stunning colours adapted in nature and by the insects
for either defence, concealment, attack or to attract a mate.

Touch Me

Giant sized models were to be created to encourage children and adults
alike get up close to the models and see how these creature function
and discover something new about them. Some of the models were
raised on to stone-like plinths to give them a sense of sculptural drama,
again, relating back to art gallery such as the National Gallery in London

ART HROPODS
N AT U R E ’ S W O R K S O F A R T
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MIDDLE AGE CENTRE, DENMARK
Creation of corporate branding, promotional funding brochure and
interpretation graphics for the medieval armour museum gallery for the
indoor medieval jousting arena at the Middelaldercentre in Denmark.

India

India

OCEANWORLD - SINDHUDURG, INDIA
The Oceanarium is the principal attraction of the Sea World masterplan in
Sindhudurg, India and also includes research, conference and education
facilities. The aquarium will be one of the largest of its kind and unique to
India and Asia and showcases the specific aquatic environments found in
India and the continents surrounding oceans.

CPD involvement in the project was to initially create a corporate
identity for the oceanarium and a second brand for the Lagoon
Adventure Water Park.

DINOSAURIA - NEWCASTLE
Dinosauria, based in the grounds of the Metro Centre in Gateshead,
Newcastle, is the first of a series of Dinosauria attractions across the UK. The
project will bring the very best and latest improvements in both museums
and attraction parks around the world. The project aims to complement
existing museums and educationally focused facilities with a more active and
engaging child experience.

Dinosauria will contain a Museum, Soft Play Area, a 360° Cinema and
Exhibition Hall, Gift Shop and Restaurant/Diner.
CPD involvement in the project was to initially create a corporate identity
for Dinosauria and then the restaurant/diner brand, Raptorant.

TREASURES IDENTITY - CARDIFF MUSEUM
To celebrate 2016, The Year of Adventure in Wales, The Cardiff Museum
hosted an extraordinary treasures exhibition incorporating treasures from
popular culture, including the hat, whip and jacket of Indiana Jones, crystal
skulls, Inca gold and early finds such as Egyptian mummies.
The exhibition told the stories behind great archaeological discoveries from

the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Greece, Rome, Pre-Columbian America
and Rapa Nui (Easter Island).
CPD created and submitted a set of brands to promote the exhibition.

MYTHICAL BEASTS - MEDIEVAL CENTRE, DENMARK
Creation of brand for the Medieval Mythical Creatures exhibition at the
Middelaldercentret in Denmark.

EXPEDITION AFRICA - MARWELL ZOO, ENGLAND

GONDWANA PRAEHISTORIUM, SCHIFFWEILER, GERMANY

Creation of brand for the African Valley Environments exhibtion for Marwell Zoo in
Winchester, England

Gondwana Praehistoriumis a 4500m2 centre telling the story of the evolution
of life from the birth of the cosmos to the extinction of the dinosaurs.
The museum was opened by Nobel Laureate and Oscar winner Al Gore in
December 2008.

CPD was involved with the creation of numerous background graphics for
various immersive environments and also with the creation of a series of
banner panels for the main shop plus the creation of an alternative brand
for the site.
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Wensleydale Creamery
Ripon Cathedral
Le Grand Joust
Opensoft
London Rug Merchants

6.
7.
8.
9.

Jurassica
Inteligent Business Transfer
The World of James Herriot
Brides Abroad

BROCHURE, LEAFLETS & FLYERS
A variety of designed and printed work from multi-million pound dinosaur development
projects to London rug companies and local tourist attractions to Wensleydale Creamery.
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Inteligent Business Transfer
UK Kitchen Store
Ripon Cathedral
Vital Vet Physio
Brides Abroad
Studforth Kennels

7. Silbury
8. Lynx Menswear and Womenswear
9. Sarni Foods
10. Preston Electrics
11. Wendsleydale Garage
12. Azurus Design

WEB DESIGN
A variety of designed and built websites covering an number of different industry
sectors from veterinary practices to bridal magazines and fashion boutiques to
electricians.
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Giuliano’s

Olio Extra
Vergine Di
Olive
Biologico

Organic

Extra Virgin
Olive Oil
Organic

Sicilian

Olio di oliva di categoris
superiore ottenuto
direttamente dalle olive
e unicamente medlante
procedimenti meccanici
Estratto a freddo.

Superior category olive oil
obtained directly from olives
and solely by mechanical
means. Cold extractions

Olive Oil

Giuliano’s

Sicilian

Organic
Olive Oil

VALORI NUTRIZIONALI MED
Olio extra vergine d’oliva
Valore energetico
Carboidrati
Grassi
Proteine

100gr
884Kcal
3700.4 kj
0g
98.2g
0g

Controllato e Certificato de

IT BIO 002
Agricoltura (Italia)
Organismo di Controllo
autorizzato
dal Mi. PA.A.F.IT BIO 002
Operatore controllato n. 9354

Prodotto da:
Azienda Agricola Farruggia Gesua
Via Mone Grappa,
6 - 92100 Agrigento
Confezionato da: Oleificio
Agnellaro
C.da Agnellaro - 92021
Aragona (Ag)

Giuliano’s

Sicilian

Organic
Olive Oil

Da consumaris preferibilmente entro il:

Giv 2017

Lotto N

Loi/16

lt. 1

Giuliano’s

Giuliano’s

Organic

Organic

Sicilian
Olive Oil

Sicilian
Olive Oil

Conservare in luogo fresco, al riparo dalla luce e da sorgenti di calore

ABV 3.8%

15%OFF

YourNext
Purchase

Giuliano’s

Sicilian

Organic
Olive Oil

Extra Virgin
Organic Olive Oil

Superior category olive oil obtained
directly from olives and solely by
mechanical means.
Cold extractions

SCOTTS

GOLDEN

CHALLENGER

ABV 4.1%

ABV 3.9%

ABV 4.4%

1816

PIPPIN

IPA

BRAND CREATION & PACKAGING
A variety of brand creations and applying the brand to packaging concepts
such as olive oil bottles, beer pump tags, coffee and tea packaging and
multiple tourist gifts.

1. Giuliano’s Sicilian Olive Oil
2. Copper Dragon Brewery
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Relax and Enjoy.

Indulge

1.4 Billion cups of coffee are drunk
around the world every day

Savour

Relax and Enjoy.

Relax

Relax and Enjoy.
& Enjoy

“A woman may divorce her husband if he fails
to provide her with her daily quota of Coffee”
Turkish Law 1453.

BRAND CREATION & PACKAGING
A variety of brand creations and applying the brand to packaging concepts
such as olive oil bottles, beer pump tags, coffee and tea packaging and
multiple tourist gifts.

3. No.10 The Coffee House
4. Mad Hatter Tea Limited
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2011
Annual Report

Ripon Cathedral
here for us all

Ripon Cathedral
here for us all

Ripon Cathedral
here for us all

dralall
here for us
Ripon Cathe

Ripon Cathedral

Ripon Cathedral
Office,
Liberty Court
Ripon, North House, Minster Road,
Yorkshire, HG4
1QS United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1765
+44 (0)1765 603462
602072
Email: postmaster@ripo
Web: www.riponcathe ncathedral.org.u
k
dral.org.uk

here for us all

here for us all to enjoy

CORPORATE BRANDING
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Ripon Cathedral
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Ripon Cathedral
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FRUIT SELECTION
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vel Sweets
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Ripon Cathedral
here for us all

BARLEY SUGARS
Tra
vel Sweets
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A corporate branding project for Ripon Cathedral to develope a new brand
across a mutitude of media’s including stationery, interior and exterior
signage, clothing, brochures, service sheets, web, event banners etc.

CHRIS PEACH DESIGN

An experienced freelance creative,
based in Harrogate, North Yorkshire.
Flexible, professional and trustworthy,
I have the experience, skills and knowhow to advise you on your needs and
requirements, and complete your design
projects on time and within budget.

TESTIMONIALS
‘‘David, Chris and the rest of the team are an inspirational
crew and we are very proud to be working with you and
hope to extend this relationship long into the future. Your
efforts have been hugely appreciated as has your sense of
humour and cunning inventiveness and imagination, so,
thank you very, very much for everything.””

“We found CPD to be incredibly innovative with the
design of our corporate image, website and marketing
materials. Chris somehow manages to get it right first
time, every time. We would recommend his services
without hesitation and intend to use them for our
future ventures.”

I am enthusiastic and focused
professional creative, with extensive and
varied experience within the Graphics,
Advertising and Print sectors.

Sir Tim Smit,
Founding Director of the Eden Project.

Sean Mallon, MD,
Intelligent Business Transfer.

“I have a passion for great design.
Appropriate and fresh design. Original,
uncomplicated and timeless design that
exceeds expectations and achieves great
results for the client.”

“Chris has collaborated with me on numerous international
and landmark projects. His work combines modern,
contemporary design style with old-school work ethic and
‘can-do’ attitude. He is a highly creative graphic designer,
fast, committed and conscientious.”

“The words ‘creative genius’ attributed to Lewis Carroll
for his imaginative writing of ’Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland’ has been well founded.

If you need a steady, safe pair of hands
to help you with your next creative
project, then please give me a call.

Tel: +44 (0) 1423 541292
Mobile: 07740 706476
Web: www.chrispeachdesign.co.uk
Email: chris@chrispeach.co.uk

David Lazenby, Creative Director,
David Lazenby Exhibit and Experiential Design.

“The enclosures are both authentic and natural, the
designs are very sympathetic to the needs of the animals
and the attention to detail was outstanding. The College
is delighted with the exhibits, the Interperative design and
the overall graphical look and effect created by Azureus
and Chris Peach.”
Ian Harmer,
Deputy Principal of Askham Bryan College.

“We have worked with Chris on several important projects
over a number of years, and have been very impressed with
his creativity, work ethic and the consistently high qualty of
the finished results.

“I am delighted to report that in Chris Peach I myself
discovered a design genius who I believe has done more
than justice to the creative aspirations of Lewis Carroll, by
matching the MAD HATTER wording with an eye catching
logo and packaging.”
Michael Harrison, MD,
Mad Hatter Tea Company.

“I am absolutely delighted with the final website.....
graphics, overall feel and navigation are very, very good.
“I am equally delighted with the overall management
of the project, which has been professional throughout,
delivered on time and to specification.”
Keith Ward,
Penfield Virtual Hospital,
The University of Huddersfield.

Chris always takes the time to personally talk me through
the design process, discuss options and advise me on all
aspects of the project - be it a website, brochure, leaflet
or advertising campaign. Chris is professional,
approachable and very reliable and I wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend him.”
Terry Gale,
Managing Director, Apt Recruitment.
Digital renderings courtesy of David Lazenby,
www.davidlazenbydesign.com
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